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Abstract: A scalar Higgs field can be repeatedly switched on and off when it couples to a
classically oscillating scalar modulus field. The modulus flips the Higgs mass term between
stable and tachyonic values. We study a cosmological scenario in which such repeated
phase transitions occur during inflation. An irrelevant operator coupling the Higgs field to
the inflaton can then imprint the pattern of phase transitions in the correlation functions
of the inflaton. Using both numerical and analytic studies, we show that the inflaton 2-
point function carries characteristic imprints of the modulus oscillation and its effect on
the Higgs boson. We briefly remark on the potential observability of such patterns and
how they might be distinguished from other dynamics in the early universe.
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1 Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson is a milestone in particle physics and marks the completion
of the standard model (SM). Yet the origin of the Higgs potential and its related early
Universe dynamics remains mysterious and are among the deepest puzzles in fundamental
physics. In particular, there is an intriguing possibility that the parameters of the Higgs
potential (in general, the SM parameters) are dynamical in the early Universe, resulting
in interesting phenomena before settling down to fixed values we could measure today. In
fact, such a possibility arises naturally when we invoke new mechanism beyond the SM to
explain the origin of the Higgs mass, either in a natural or fine-tuned way. For instance,
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in supersymmetry (SUSY),1 SM parameters are not truly constants but are controlled by
values of some other scalar fields which are usually referred to as moduli. A modulus field
could oscillate in the early Universe and lead to a varying Higgs mass parameter through
its coupling to the Higgs field. More specifically, given a trilinear coupling between a
modulus φ and the Higgs field h, e.g., φh†h, the Higgs mass could flip sign when the
modulus oscillates. On the positive side of the modulus, the Higgs mass parameter is
positive and electroweak symmetry is unbroken while on the negative side, the Higgs mass
is negative and electroweak symmetry is broken. Thus as the modulus oscillates, the
Higgs field could oscillate between two different phases. It has been pointed out before
that if certain parametric relations are satisfied, this feature could lead to a new epoch
in the early Universe featuring violent dynamics with Higgs particle production and rapid
modulus fragmentation, resulting in primordial gravitational wave production [1].2
In this article, we will explore a different possible cosmological signal from the phase
transition oscillations of the Higgs field in the early Universe. If the Higgs couples to the
inflaton, its oscillations between unbroken and broken symmetry phases will imprint on
the primordial inflaton spectrum.
In the literature, an oscillating field with a constant mass in the primordial epoch is
referred to as a “Standard Clock”. It oscillates with a frequency that could be thought
of as “ticks” of a clock [3]. The oscillations could resonate with the inflaton background
and imprint the ticks as special types of oscillating patterns in the primordial inflaton
spectrum [4]. These patterns encode the time dependence of the scale factor, which could
be used to distinguish inflation from alternative scenarios for the origin of the Universe [3, 5–
8].3
In the scenario we study, with Higgs oscillation between unbroken and broken sym-
metry phases, the Higgs mass has a characteristic varying pattern. We will show that the
oscillations between different phases (as opposed to no phase transition in the oscillations
of the heavy field studied in the literature) give rise to non-trivial new “k-wavepacket”
features in the primordial spectrum. The oscillation pattern in phase and amplitude could
potentially allow us to probe new energy scales above the weak scale and Higgs dynamics
in the early Universe. It may even give us some hints about fine-tuning in the Higgs sector.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we present the main simplified model we
focus on, which contains an oscillating modulus, a Higgs field and an inflaton field. We
describe the time evolution of the modulus and the Higgs field. In Sec. 3, we compute the
corrections to the primordial perturbation spectrum due to the oscillations of the Higgs field
1Experimental results from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) suggest that if SUSY is realized in nature,
it is most likely that its associated electroweak symmetry breaking is tuned at a few percent level or worse.
2Another example of a time-dependent Higgs potential, aiming at providing a technically natural expla-
nation of the Higgs mass, is the relaxion scenario [2]. In the relaxion mechanism, the modulus field scans
the Higgs mass while rolling down its potential. It doesn’t oscillate.
3Even when classical oscillations of a massive field are absent, its quantum fluctuations could still
lead to interesting oscillating features in the bi-spectrum. Thus measurements of non-Gausianity could
be used to probe masses and spins of heavy particles during inflation (“quasi-single field inflation” [9–11]
and “cosmological collider” physics [12]) and distinguish inflation and alternatives (“quantum primordial
clock” [13]).
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between different phases. When the coupling between the inflaton and the Higgs could be
treated as a perturbation, we derive some analytical understanding of the correction to the
inflaton spectrum and compare them with the numerical results. In Sec. 4, we numerically
compute the resulting CMB temperature anisotropy spectrum from the modified primordial
spectrum. In Sec. 5, we study the uniqueness of the signal and compare predictions from the
phase oscillating model with a model in which the Higgs is always in the broken-symmetry
phase. We conclude in Sec. 6.
2 The toy model
In this section, we present the model with the phase transition oscillations of the Higgs
field. The setup contains the inflaton φ, the Higgs h (we only consider the radial mode4)
and a modulus field χ. The inflationary background is approximately de Sitter with the
scale factor a(t) = eHt. The metric convention is (−,+,+,+). The matter Lagrangian is
L = Lφ + Lh + Lχ + Lφh + Lχh , (2.1)
where
Lφ =
√−g
[
−1
2
(∂φ)2 − V (φ)
]
, (2.2)
Lh =
√−g
[
−1
2
(∂h)2 +
1
2
m2hh
2 − λ
4
h4
]
, (2.3)
Lχ =
√−g
[
−1
2
(∂χ)2 − 1
2
m2χχ
2
]
, (2.4)
Lφh =
√−g
[
−1
2
y
Λ2
h2(∂φ)2
]
, (2.5)
Lχh =
√−g
[
−M
2
2f
χh2
]
, (2.6)
where g is the metric. In the model, there are a few energy scales: mχ is the modulus
mass; f is the field range of the modulus; m2h is the standard model Higgs mass squared
parameter and M2 sets the natural Higgs mass scale when |χ| ≈ f . In the tuned case,
which we focus on, M2  m2h. Thus in the early Universe with the modulus field present,
the χh2 coupling determines the Higgs mass, which varies when the value of χ changes.
The modulus-inflaton coupling y is dimensionless and is taken to be of O(1).
The equations of motion for inflaton φ, Higgs h and modulus χ are then
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ V ′ +
y
Λ2
a−3∂t
(
h2φ˙a3
)
= 0 , (2.7)
4Only the radial mode matters for our following analysis since only |h| couples to the inflaton.
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h¨+ 3Hh˙+
[(
M2
χ
f
−m2h
)
− y
Λ2
φ˙2
]
h+ λh3 = 0 , (2.8)
χ¨+ 3Hχ˙+m2χχ+
1
2f
M2h2 = 0 . (2.9)
We assume the back-reaction between different fields is negligible and thus, to the leading
order, the underlined terms in the equations above could be neglected in the homogeneous
solution. (We do include the underlined term in (2.7) when considering the effect of h on
the φ perturbations, below.) These include ignoring back-reaction from
• The Higgs on the inflaton φ, i.e. the underlined term in Eq. (2.7) is not important.
Naively, this appears to require Λ  √M3/H. However, note that the underlined
term in Eq. (2.7) oscillates quickly as h oscillates. Thus the actual impact on φ may
be smoothed out and the condition could be relaxed a bit. This is indeed evident in
the numerical calculation. Thus, we will here assume the numerical constraint that
the correction to the inflaton spectrum is much smaller than O(1).
• The inflaton φ on the Higgs, i.e. the underlined term in Eq. (2.8) is negligible. This
requires Λ φ˙/mh.
• The Higgs on the modulus χ, i.e. the underlined term in Eq. (2.9) is negligible. This
requires f  M2/mχ. In fact, this constraint may be further relaxed if there is a
separation of scales M  mχ since h2 oscillates. Nevertheless, for simplicity we will
restrict our attention to the parameter region satisfying f M2/mχ.
In addition, we assume that
• The modulus starts rolling from the symmetry breaking side. Thus the Higgs field
configuration is dominated by the zero mode. Otherwise, the Higgs evolution tra-
jectory bifurcates between different parts of the Universe and the dynamics becomes
more complicated, similar to the case of multi-stream inflation [14–16].
• The energy density of χ is subdominant compared to that of the inflaton. This
requires f  √3MplH/mχ with Mpl being the reduced Planck scale. When this is
satisfied, the Higgs energy density is also subdominant, because ρh ∼M4  m2χf2.
We consider the following hierarchy
|χ0| ∼ f M  mχ  mh & H, (2.10)
where χ0 is the initial amplitude of the modulus and H is the Hubble scale of the inflation.
For example, one benchmark model we keep using in the rest of the paper has M = 1020H,
mχ = 10H, mh = 2H. Given the observed normalization of the scalar perturbation
spectrum Pζ = (H
2/(2piφ˙))2 ' 2.4×10−9, we have φ˙ ' 3200H2. To satisfy the assumptions
above except for the first one Λ  √M3/H, we need Λ  1.6 × 103H and 105H 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f  0.17Mpl. We numerically find that even when Λ = 6 × 103H, which doesn’t satisfy
Λ√M3/H, the correction to the inflaton spectrum is still a perturbation.
For simplicity we take the Higgs self-coupling λ ∼ O(1) when estimating parameters.5
We also set the coupling between inflaton and Higgs y = 1 (a general y ∼ O(1) can be
absorbed into a redefinition of Λ).
To solve the system of equations, we start from Eq. (2.9) and solve the modulus’ motion
first. Given the assumption that the Higgs has negligible back-reaction on χ, we have, up
to an unimportant phase,
χ ≈ χ0a−3/2 cos(mχt) . (2.11)
To have the oscillations between different phases happen classically, the modulus χ needs
to oscillate, preferably starting from an amplitude χ0 ∼ −f . The oscillation can happen if
the potential of χ is initially flat before falling to the quadratic part [7].6
In our model, we ignore the direct coupling between the inflaton and the modulus. In
principle, even if the coupling is absent at tree level, it could be generated radiatively. More
specifically, couplings in Eq. (2.5) and (2.6) could generate at one-loop level an operator
(∂φ)2χ with a coefficient of order y
16pi2
M2
Λ2f
up to a logarithmic factor. Then the contribution
from the modulus-inflaton coupling to the modification of the inflaton kinetic term (∂φ)2
is of order y
16pi2
M2
Λ2
, which is one loop factor suppressed compared to the contribution from
the coupling between the Higgs and inflaton. In addition, since the modulus is always in
the zero mode, the correction to the primordial spectrum is very similar to the classical
primordial clock, which takes the form sin(C log k) (with C some constant) [3, 4]. The
corrections to the primordial spectrum due to different couplings are additive. We will
focus on the one from the coupling between the Higgs and inflaton below since, in part
of the parameter space, it could be larger and leads to interesting new results. Future
studies could examine the feasibility of disentangling these effects from those of a direct
inflaton–modulus coupling when both are present.
2.1 The evolution of the Higgs
The Higgs mode can be split into two components, h = hvev + hosc, where hvev is the
instant Higgs vacuum expectation value (vev) obtained by minimizing the instantaneous
Higgs potential (including the contribution from interacting with the modulus χ), and hosc
is the oscillation on top of that. The effective Higgs mass squared is
m2eff(t) = M
2χ0
f
e−
3Ht
2 cos(mχt)−m2h . (2.12)
Below, we will assume for simplicity that oscillations begin at t = 0 when the modulus field
has the value χ0 = −f . This is consistent with our assumption that the modulus starts
5The Higgs self-coupling is about 0.16 today. Yet in the early Universe, it could also vary and depend
on the modulus field value, as explored in Ref. [1].
6There are many other possibilities to trigger the modulus’ oscillations, for example, a sharp turn
in the trajectory between the inflaton and modulus direction, see for example, Ref. [17]; or the Hubble
scale decreases and falls below mχ, which may not be naturally compatible with our assumptions such as
decoupled χ-φ sectors and a large modulus mass.
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rolling from the symmetry breaking side and Higgs is initially in the zero mode. |m2eff(t)|
is initially of order M2 most of the time, then it gradually redshifts.
The inflaton couples to h2. Given the energy hierarchy we consider, |hosc|  |hvev| in
the broken phase. An explanation could be found in Appendix A. In the symmetric phase
h2 = h2osc and in the broken phase h
2 ' h2vev + 2hvevhosc. So it is dominantly the broken
phases that could modify the inflaton two-point function. For the benchmark, h2 and hosc
as a function of time are presented in Fig. 1. We assume that modulus starts from the
negative side and Higgs is initially in the vacuum. Yet as one could see from Fig. 1, the fast
oscillations around the instant minimum are generated after the Higgs oscillates into the
different phase. (Similar time dependence of Higgs phases has been previously observed in
a model with direct inflaton–Higgs couplings [18, 19].)
In the symmetric phase (m2eff > 0), hvev = 0. In the broken phase (m
2
eff < 0),
hvev(t) =
√
−m2eff(t)
λ
. (2.13)
Using WKB approximation, we find that hosc(t) could be written as
hosc(t) = A(t)e
iθ(t) , θ(t) ≡
√
2
∫ t
|meff(t′)|dt′ , m2eff < 0, (2.14)
hosc(t) = A˜(t)e
iθ˜(t) , θ˜(t) ≡
∫ t
|meff(t′)|dt′ , m2eff > 0, (2.15)
where A(t), A˜(t) are slowly varying functions compared to the meff scale. From the equation
above, one could see that hosc(t) oscillates with a frequency ∼M .
In summary, there are three types of oscillations with different time scales in the Higgs
evolution:
• Slow oscillation of hvev with a period Tvev ∼ 2pi/mχ.
• Fast oscillation of hosc with a period Tosc ∼ 2pi/M .
• Intermediate oscillation of hosc with a period Ttran ∼ 2pi/
(
M2mχ
)1/3
near the tran-
sition from symmetric to symmetry breaking phase or vice versa. An explanation of
this period could be found in Appendix A.
3 Modification of primordial spectrum
3.1 The fluctuation of the inflaton
In Fourier space, the fluctuation of the inflaton δφk(τ) has the action
S =
∫
dτ
d3k
(2pi)3
1
2H2τ2
(
1 +
y
Λ2
h2
) (
δφ′kδφ
′
−k − k2δφkδφ−k
)
, (3.1)
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Figure 1. Left: h2 as a function of t. Right: hosc as a function of t in the symmetry breaking
phase. We fix M = 1020H,mχ = 10H,mh = 2H,λ = 1.
where the conformal time τ ' −1/(aH) is used and a prime denotes a derivative with
respect to the conformal time. Let
α ≡ 1
H2τ2
(
1 +
y
Λ2
h2
)
, ϕ = α
1
2 δφ . (3.2)
Then the canonically normalized field ϕ has an action
S =
∫
dτ
d3k
(2pi)3
1
2
{
ϕ′kϕ
′
−k −
[
k2 − 1
4
(
α′
α
)2
− 1
2
∂τ
(
α′
α
)]
ϕkϕ−k
}
. (3.3)
The field ϕk is quantized as
ϕk(τ) = uk(τ)ak + u
∗
k(τ)a
†
−k , [ak, ap] = 0 , [ak, a
†
p] = (2pi)
3δ3(k− p) , (3.4)
with the mode function uk satisfying the classical equation of motion
u′′k +
[
k2 − 1
4
(
α′
α
)2
− 1
2
∂τ
(
α′
α
)]
uk = 0 , (3.5)
and the corresponding Bunch-Davies initial condition is
uk(τ → −∞) = 1√
2k
e−ikτ . (3.6)
The power spectrum at late times (τ → 0−) can be calculated as follows: the curvature
perturbation ζ in a spatially flat gauge is
ζ = −H
φ˙
δφ . (3.7)
The power spectrum Pζ(k) is defined from
〈ζkζp〉 = (2pi)3δ3(k + p)2pi
2
k3
Pζ(k) . (3.8)
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Thus, the power spectrum can be calculated using
Pζ(k) = P
(0)
ζ × limτ→0
[
2k3τ2|uk(τ)|2
]
, (3.9)
where P
(0)
ζ is the power spectrum of minimal single field inflation without the coupling
to the Higgs: P
(0)
ζ = H
4/(4pi2φ˙2). Here we are assuming an approximate factorization,
because the typical deviations from scale invariance expected during inflation (necessary
for instance to fit the observation that ns 6= 1) arise on longer time scales than the rapid
oscillations that we are studying.
3.2 Approximate analytical solution of the inflaton wavefunction
In the limit of a small coupling y between inflaton and Higgs, we can obtain an approxi-
mate analytical solution to the inflaton equation of motion in Eq. (3.5). Eq. (3.5) can be
approximately written as
u′′k +
[
k2 − 2
τ2
]
uk =
y∂2τ (h
2)
2Λ2
uk . (3.10)
We drop a first derivative term of h2, which is subdominant compared to the second order
derivative term on the right hand side of the equation above since each time derivative
brings down the effective mass of h, which is of order O(M) and is much greater than the
Hubble scale.
When y∂
2
τ (h
2)
2Λ2
 k2, this equation can be solved perturbatively. We write uk ' u(0)k +
u
(1)
k +· · · . In the absence of the perturbation term, the leading solution is the Bunch-Davies
mode function,
u
(0)
k =
1√
2k
(
1− i
kτ
)
e−ikτ . (3.11)
The leading perturbation, u
(1)
k satisfies the equation
u
(1)′′
k +
[
k2 − 2
τ2
]
u
(1)
k =
y∂2τ (h
2)
2Λ2
u
(0)
k . (3.12)
Since uk has to satisfy the Bunch-Davies initial condition, the initial conditions for u
(1)
k is
u
(1)
k (τ → −∞) = 0, u(1)′k (τ → −∞) = 0 (3.13)
Using the Green function method (or variation of parameters), we find that
u
(1)
k (τ) =
iy
2Λ2(2k)3/2
{
−eikτ
(
1 +
i
kτ
)∫ τ
−∞
dη e−2ikη
(
1− i
kη
)2
∂2η(h
2(η))
+
e−ikτ
k2
(
1− i
kτ
)∫ τ
−∞
dη
(
1
η2
+ k2
)
∂2η
(
h2(η)
)}
=
τ→0
− 1
kτ
y
2Λ2(2k)3/2
∫ 0
−∞
dη
[
∂η
((
1− i
kη
)2
e−2ikη
)
− 2
k2η3
]
∂η(h
2(η)) (3.14)
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is the solution obeying the initial conditions in Eq. (3.13). We have used integration by
parts to reduce the second derivative on h2 to first order, and dropped a boundary term
at τ → −∞, since the evolution of Higgs has not started at the initial time. In the limit
of early times with −kτ  1, the solution above reduces to
u
(1)
k ≈
yeikτ
2Λ2
√
2k
∫ τ
−∞
dη e−2ikη∂η[h2(η)] ≈ iy
√
2keikτ
2Λ2
∫ τ
−∞
dη e−2ikηh2(η) . (3.15)
Note that this is simply the Fourier transform of h2.
Below we will use the approximate perturbative solution to derive corrections to the
primordial inflaton spectrum and compare them with the exact numerical solutions. As
we argued in Sec. 2.1, it is dominantly the broken phases that affect the inflaton spectrum
given their larger h2. We thus focus on the broken phases below. In a broken phase,
h2(t) ≈ h2vev + 2hvevhosc. Since the two terms have different oscillation frequencies, they
affect different k ranges. We will go through each of them separately in the discussion
below.
3.2.1 h2vev contribution
We start with the contribution to the inflaton two-point function from h2vev. Note that hvev
is not a full cosine function since it is zero in the symmetry preserving phase. Taking into
account that the Higgs starts from the symmetry breaking side with χ0 = −f at t = 0, we
have
h2vev(t) =

M2
λ , t < 0
M2
λ cos(mχt), 0 ≤ t ≤ pi2mχ
M2
λ e
− 3(n+1)piH
mχ cos(mχt),
(
3
2 + 2n
)
pi
mχ
≤ t ≤ (52 + 2n) pimχ , n ∈ Z≥0,
(3.16)
where we ignore the −m2h terms and approximate the amplitude redshift in each symmetry
breaking phase by the one at the maximally symmetry breaking point in that phase.7
To implement the conformal time integration in Eq. (3.14), we write h2vev(t) in terms
of its Fourier transform h˜(ω):
h2vev(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
h˜(ω)e2piiωtdω,
h˜(ω) =
M2
λ
mχ
m2χ − 4pi2ω2
[
i
mχ
2piω
+ e
− ipi2ω
mχ +
∑
n
e
− 3(n+1)piH
mχ
(
e
− (3+4n)ipi2ω
mχ + e
− (5+4n)ipi2ω
mχ
)]
,
(3.17)
where the physical time t is related to the conformal time η as
t = − 1
H
ln
η
η0
= − 1
H
ln (−Hη) , η0 = − 1
a0H
= − 1
H
. (3.18)
7In a complete model, the modulus will slowly evolve before it begins oscillating, and hvev(t) will have
nontrivial evolution at t < 0. Because we are interested in the effects of an oscillating modulus, however,
we use the simplifying ansatz that the Higgs does not evolve until t = 0.
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Here the subscript 0 indicates the time that the modulus starts to oscillate, since it corre-
sponds to the initial time t = 0. We will use the convention a0 = 1.
Plugging the Fourier expression of h2vev into the last equality of Eq. (3.14) and inte-
grating first η and then ω using saddle point approximations (Appendix B), we find that
the induced correction to the inflaton wavefunction at τ → 0 is, for k > mχ,
u
(1)
k;vev ≈
ymχ
2Λ2(2k)3/2(kτ)
M2
λ
[
e
piH
2mχ ei
2k
H
e
− piH2mχ
+
∑
n=0
(
e
− (2n+3)piH
2mχ ei
2k
H
e
− (3+4n)piH2mχ
+ e
− (2n+1)piH
2mχ ei
2k
H
e
− (5+4n)piH2mχ
)]
(3.19)
More details of the derivation could be found in Appendix C. Then its contribution to the
modified two-point function is
δPζ(k)
P
(0)
ζ
≈ lim
τ→0
[
2k3τ2
(
u
(0)∗
k u
(1)
k + u
(0)
k u
(1)∗
k
)]
= −ymχM
2
2λΛ2k
{
e
piH
2mχ sin
(
2k
H
e
− piH
2mχ
)
+
∑
n=0
[
e
− (2n+3)piH
2mχ sin
(
2k
H
e
− (3+4n)piH
2mχ
)
+ e
− (2n+1)piH
2mχ sin
(
2k
H
e
− (5+4n)piH
2mχ
)]}
(3.20)
Since the oscillation amplitudes redshift, the first few cycles contribute dominantly to the
primordial spectrum. Then based on the equation above, the correction in the low k region
is a superposition of periodic functions with similar frequencies around piH, of which the
differences are exponentially suppressed since mχ  H. This will lead to oscillations in
the low k range with an approximately constant frequency but varying amplitude. This is
shown in Fig. 2.
20 30 40 50 60
0.97
0.98
0.99
1.00
1.01
1.02
1.03

P ζ/P
ζ(0)
Figure 2. Correction to the primordial spectrum in the low k range. k is in unit of H. We fix
Λ = 6000H,M = 1020H,mχ = 10H,mh = 2H,λ = 1. Black: full numerical result; red dashed:
analytical estimate using Eq. (3.20) including only n = 0 and 1.
Note that the spectrum with “beats” is a result of the Higgs profile being a piecewise
cosine function. If h2vev is a full cosine function such as cos(mχt), the correction to the
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primordial spectrum would take the form of sin(C log k), as studied in the context of the
classical primordial clock [3].
3.2.2 hvevhosc contribution
Now let’s consider the fast oscillating hvevhosc’s contribution to the primordial spectrum.
Combining Eq. (2.13), (2.14) and Eq. (3.14), we have at τ → 0,
u
(1)
k;osc '
y
Λ2(2k)3/2(kτ)
∫ 0
−∞
dη e−2ikη+
√
2i
∫ t |meff(t′)|dt′
√
−m2eff(t(η))
λ
A(t(η))f(η) , (3.21)
where f(η) = ∂2η
[(
1− ikη
)2
e−2ikη
]
e2ikη, and the relatively slowly varying function A(t)
is estimated in (A.11) in the appendix. At resonance, the condition of stationary phase
gives
k
a(t)
=
|meff(t)|√
2
. (3.22)
Since |meff | is oscillatory, the resonance happens many times for each k, each time with
an almost random phase. The amplitude of the resonance also decays at time scales
comparable to 1/H. As an order-of-magnitude estimate, it makes sense to approximate
the correction to the wavefunction summing over all resonances, for each k mode:
u
(1)
k;osc ∼
√
(number of resonances in 1/H time)× (the contribution from the first resonance) .
(3.23)
The square root takes into account the randomness of each resonance phase. Here, the
number of resonances per Hubble time is approximately mχ/(piH).
To obtain a crude yet relatively clean analytical understanding of the resonance contri-
butions, we study the behavior near a (locally) maximally symmetry broken point t0. This
is illustrated in Fig. 3. Below we take H → 0. In this limit, a→ 1 and τ → − 1H +t+O(H).
We also take mh → 0. For a given k, the resonance condition (3.22) can be written as
∆t =
1
mχ
arccos
[
2k2
M2
f
−χ(t0)
]
, (3.24)
In a single symmetry breaking phase, there are two resonances for a fixed k as shown in
Fig. 3.
Both resonances contribute to the correction of the inflaton wavefunction
u
(1)
k;osc =
y
Λ2(2k)3/2(kτ)
∑
tr

√
−m2eff(t)
λ
A(t)f(η)
√√√√ √2pii|meff |
2k2
(
H + d log(−meff(t))dt
)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
t=tr
eiθr ,
(3.25)
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Figure 3. Two resonances around a maximally symmetry broken point.
where the sum runs over the two resonances at time tr’s and the resonance phases are given
by
θr = −2k η|t=tr +
√
2
∫ tr
t0
|meff(t′)|dt′
= 2
k
H
− 2ktr +
√
2
∫ tr
t0
|meff(t′)|dt′
≈ 2 k
H
− 2k (t0 ±∆t) +
√
2
λ
Me−
3Ht0
4
∫ tr
t0
√
cos (mχt′)dt′
≈ 2 k
H
− 2kt0 ∓ 2k
mχ
arccos
(
2k2
M2
f
−χ(t0)
)
+
√
2
λ
2M
mχ
e−
3Ht0
4 E
(
1
2
mχ(tr − t0)
∣∣∣∣ 2)
(3.26)
where we used the approximation that when H → 0, the conformal time η ≈ − 1H + t. The
resonance time tr takes one of the two values t0 ±∆t for the first and second resonance,
respectively. In the last line above, we use Eq. (3.24). E (x|2) is the elliptic integral of the
second kind and is sub-dominant in the phase when M . 103H.
Numerically, we observe an interesting repeated “k-wavepacket” feature with two os-
cillation frequencies in the k-space in the correction to the two-point function at large k.
This is shown in Fig. 4. From the analytic estimate of the phases at resonance in Eq. (3.26),
we could understand the origins of the two frequencies as follows:
• The large frequency (fast oscillation in k-space): since we consider k  H, the leading
oscillation is proportional to cos(2k/H). In every ∆k/H = 10 range, there should be
about 3 peaks, which roughly agrees with the full numerical result in Fig. 4.
• The small frequency (slow modulation in k-space): the slow modulation gives the
envelope of the fast oscillations. In a single symmetry breaking phase, the two res-
onances with phases given by Eq. (3.26) could partially cancel each other at certain
k’s. More specifically, the common phase 2k/H, which leads to fast oscillations, can-
cels out. On the other hand, the terms with opposite signs, ± 2kmχ arccos
(
2k2
M2
f
−χ(t0)
)
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contribute to the slow modulation. Approximating arccos
(
2k2
M2
f
−χ(t0)
)
by one (in
general, this is an order one phase when k . M), the slow oscillation could be ap-
proximated as cos(2k/mχ). For the benchmark we choose, the analytic argument
indicates that the slow oscillation period is set by pimχ, which roughly agrees with
the numerical result, as shown in Fig. 4.
400 500 600 700 800
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
1.05
1.10
1.15

P ζ/P
ζ(0)
Figure 4. The ratio Pζ/P
(0)
ζ in the high-k range from solving the system numerically. k is in unit
of H. We fix Λ = 6× 103H,M = 1020H,mχ = 10H,mh = 2H,λ = 1. To clarify what we mean by
“k-wavepacket,” we have marked one between dashed blue lines.
3.2.3 Summary of signatures on the primordial power spectrum
Here we summarize the observable signatures discussed in this section, and relate them to
the parameters of the model.
1. Oscillatory signal from h2vev:
(a) The signal is the Fourier transform of the Higgs symmetric and breaking phases,
which appears as piecewise half cosine functions.
(b) The position of the oscillation in the power spectrum is k ∼ mχ.
(c) The oscillation pattern is a superposition of periodic functions with similar fre-
quencies in the perturbative limit. Including the first two oscillations, it is
e
piH
2mχ sin
(
2k
H e
− piH
2mχ
)
+ e
− 3piH
2mχ sin
(
2k
H e
− 3piH
2mχ
)
+ e
− piH
2mχ sin
(
2k
H e
− 5piH
2mχ
)
.
(d) The oscillation amplitude is of order ∆vev ≡ δPζP 0ζ ∼
yM2mχ
λΛ2k
.
2. Oscillatory signal from hvevhosc:
(a) The signal records the resonances of each sub-horizon perturbation mode with
the time-varying Higgs mass.
(b) The position of the oscillation in the power spectrum is k ∼M .
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(c) The oscillation pattern is in the form of k-wavepackets, including:
i. Fast oscillations of the shape cos(2k/H) from the resonances.
ii. A slow modulation (envelope) of the shape cos(2k/mχ) (the form is given
in general in (3.26)) from the constructive and destructive interferences of
the resonances.
(d) The oscillation amplitude is of order ∆osc ≡ δPζP 0ζ ∼
yM13/6
λΛ2m
1/6
χ
.
3. Further, there should be a feature in the power spectrum happening at k ∼ H, when
the modulus oscillation is triggered [3]. The shape of the feature depends on how the
modulus starts to oscillate.
From this summary, in principle, if we had excellent knowledge about the primordial
power spectrum, the model parameters could be inferred as follows:
• The relation between k and H can be obtained from items 3 and 2(c)i of the above
enumerated list. After fixing the relation between k and H, every feature discussed
below can be cast in Hubble units.
• The ratio M/H can be obtained from 2b.
• The ratio mχ/H can be obtained from 1b and 1c.
• λΛ2 can be obtained from 1c and 2d once all the other mass scales are determined
as above.
A further possible difficulty is that the high-k spectrum proves to be somewhat sensitive
to the precise choices of parameter values. Our plots so far have shown a benchmark choice
M = 1020H, which we chose as a relatively optimistic case in terms of the clarity of the
k-wavepackets and their amplitude for fixed values of Λ and other parameters. We show
in Appendix D that other nearby choices of M produce similar features, but in some cases
the amplitude is smaller and in in other cases the k-wavepacket features are less distinct.
This sensitivity seems to arise from the precise timing of where the Higgs field oscillation
hosc lies in its cycle at the moment that the phase switching due to the modulus occurs.
In reality, observation of some of the biggest features listed above would already be a
great probe of the physics. Despite having uncertainties, such observations could give us
knowledge of the symmetry and symmetry-breaking phases. It will be more challenging
to infer the amount of fine-tuning mh/M , since it will involve the fine structure of the
transformed, noisy data. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see that such information has
been encoded in the sky in the primordial universe.
4 CMB observables
The oscillation patterns in the primordial spectrum lead to fine structures in the CMB
spectrum. Here we focus on the temperature anisotropy spectrum. We feed the primordial
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spectrum into the CLASS package [20] to compute the CMB temperature spectrum. The
result for the benchmark model is presented in Fig. 5. For the input primordial spectrum,
we add the modifications due to phase transition oscillations on top of a smooth spectrum
with ns = 0.9649, which is the central value of the spectral index of scalar perturbations
determined by Planck temperature, polarization, and lensing data [21].
The range of angular multipole moments ` that could be affected is determined by
the the comoving wave number compared to the scale of the observable universe. Roughly
speaking,
` ∼ k
H0
∼ k
10−4 Mpc−1
, (4.1)
where H0 is the Hubble today. From Fig. 5, we observe that a 10% modification in the
primordial spectrum leads to a ∼ 1% modification in a wide range of `’s in the CMB
temperature spectrum. The reason for the reduction of the modification in the CMB
spectrum is that the temperature harmonic power spectrum is given by a convolution
C` ≡ 1
2pi2
∫
dk
k
Θ2` (k)Pζ(k), (4.2)
where Θ` is a transfer function and Pζ is the primordial spectrum. The oscillations in the
primordial spectrum are thus smoothed out by the integration, reducing the amplitude.
It is challenging to search for the oscillatory signal of order 1% that we present in
this benchmark model, since unbinned Planck data has large error per `, at order 10% or
even larger (though the error bar for binned data is much smaller, the signal is further
averaged away). For the search for the signal in Planck data, it remains interesting to
further explore two possibilities: i) Explore the parameter region where the primordial
power spectrum gets non-perturbatively large corrections; and ii) carry out a more careful
statistical analysis and template-based search on the Planck unbinned data. These are
beyond the scope of this paper.
In the future, the upcoming experiments such as CMB-S4 [22] will further improve
the high-` observation and provide better data for searching for this feature. Also, it is
interesting to see if the oscillation leaves more observable effects in the large scale structure
and the future 21 cm surveys, since they may suffer less from projection effects. Prelimi-
nary studies using either CMB or large scale structure on searching for simple sin(C log k)
oscillation feature in the primordial spectrum could be found in Ref. [23].
Here we have assumed that the feature lies at high `. On the other hand, if the
oscillatory feature happened much earlier and appears in the low-` CMB multipoles, it
would be related to the possible parity asymmetry observation hinted at by WMAP [24]
and Planck [25]. However, with the large cosmic variance at low `, we do not expect to
get much information about the underlying particle physics even if the oscillatory power
spectrum may improve the fitting of data.
5 Comparisons between different models
One natural question one could ask is that whether the k-wavepacket feature in the primor-
dial spectrum that we find from the phase oscillation model could show up in a different
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Figure 5. Left: primordial spectrum resulting from phase transition oscillations fixing Λ =
6000H,M = 1020H,mχ = 10H,mh = 2H,λ = 1, adding on top of a smooth spectrum with
ns = 0.9649. Right: the corrections in the CMB temperature spectrum by subtracting that of the
inflation model with ns = 0.9649 (right). In plotting, we have multiplied the oscillating correction
by a factor of 10. The grey band denotes the unbinned Planck uncertainties, which are ∼ 5% when
expressed as fractional uncertainties.
model. In other words, could there be a degeneracy in the model space for the same signal?
We survey several different kinds of models and do not find a model which could fully mimic
the patterns both in the low k and high k ranges as in the phase oscillation model. Yet it is
still possible at the qualitative level that the k-wavepacket feature shows up in a different
class of models with different details. One example in the literature is the “drifting axion
monodromy” model [26], in which the axion inflaton itself oscillates with a drifting period
set by moduli fields that it couples to. Below we will present a comparison between a model
with no phase transition when Higgs field oscillates, and the phase oscillation model.
The Lagrangian of the new model is different from Eq. (2.1) in the modulus coupling
to the Higgs,
V ⊃ −M
2
2f2
χ2h2. (5.1)
In this model, as the modulus oscillates, the Higgs is always in the broken phase. We
consider two initial conditions for the Higgs field: a) the Higgs starts close to the origin of
the field space and thus on the top of potential hill; b) the Higgs starts close to one of the
minima in the potential.
In case a), the Higgs field sloshes back and forth in the potential and could go from one
minimum to another minimum. The duration of a Higgs oscillation is ∼ (M | cos(mχt)|)−1,
so each period of the Higgs is of order 1/M but modulated over a longer timescale 1/mχ.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 6. In the figure, the orange curve is M | cos(mχt)| while the
blue curve is the Higgs value. One could see that when the Higgs potential is shallowest
at cos(mχt) ∼ 0, it is easier for the Higgs to climb over the barrier in order to go from
one minimum to another and the oscillation gets fast. These Higgs oscillations lead to a
primordial spectrum which is shown in the first column of Fig. 7. From it, one could see
that in the low k range, the oscillations are described by a single periodic function with
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Figure 6. The Higgs evolution in the model where the Higgs is always in the broken phase and
Higgs starts near the top of the potential hill. We set M = 1020H,mχ = 10H,χ0 = f and λ = 1.
The dashed orange curve is M | cos(mχt)|.
periodicity set by 1/H while at large k, the primordial spectrum demonstrates an irregular
oscillation pattern. In the entire k range, the oscillation features are very different from
those in the phase oscillation model.
In case b), the Higgs oscillates mostly around one minimum with small oscillation
amplitude except when the modulus crosses its origin and the Higgs potential is flattened.
At those times, Higgs oscillates around the origin and could switch from one minimum to
another. In this case, the Higgs field value could also be approximated as h = hvev + hosc,
analogous to what happens in the broken phase of the phase oscillation model. Indeed, the
resulting oscillations in the primordial spectrum, shown in the middle column of Fig. 7, have
some similar features as the phase oscillation model. In the low k range, the oscillations are
superpositions of oscillations with slightly different frequencies while in the high k range,
there also exist some k-wavepackets. Yet the low k spectrum (k . 100) originates from a
different h2vev profile and thus is different from that of the phase oscillation model. In the
high k range (k & 400), the wavepackets appear more irregular and chaotic.
In case b), we choose the Higgs to start close to but not exactly at the minimum of its
potential. If Higgs starts from the vacuum initially, as we choose for the phase oscillation
model, Higgs trajectory will track the true instant minimum in the symmetry breaking
model and hosc ≈ 0. On the other hand, in the phase oscillation model, although we choose
Higgs to start from the true minimum, fast oscillations around the instant minimum with
frequency ∼M will be generated, as shown in the third plot in the first row of Fig. 7.
6 Conclusion and outlook
To conclude, we have investigated the cosmological signatures of spontaneously broken and
restored symmetries of a Higgs field during inflation. For this purpose, we have constructed
a toy model, in which the oscillating modulus field controls the sign of the Higgs mass
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Figure 7. The first column correspond to −M2f2 χ2h2 model with the initial conditions h0 = 0.01H.
The second column corresponds to −M2f2 χ2h2 model with h0 = 1120H; the last column corresponds
to M
2
f χh
2. The other parameters are the same, M = 1020H,Λ = 6000H,mχ = 10H and λ = 1. The
first row is the Higgs field evolution with the orange dashed line indicating one of the instantaneous
Higgs minima. The second to last rows correspond to the change in scalar two-point in the k range:
(10− 60), (60− 100), (100− 300), and (300− 800).
squared, and thus the oscillatory transitions between the symmetric and broken phases of
the Higgs.
Rich cosmological phenomenology arises from this model. The piecewise half-cosine
oscillation of the Higgs vev and the more rapid oscillation of the Higgs field around the
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local minima provide distinct features at different scales on the primordial power spectrum.
Some model parameters can be fit from these features. Those features may be observed in
the future CMB, large scale structure and 21 cm experiments. If the features are measured
very precisely, there may even be hope to probe the existence of high energy scales beyond
the weak scale and whether the Higgs mass is fine-tuned or not.
There are many interesting possible directions that we do have left unaddressed in this
paper, including:
Non-Gaussianities. The resonant signal should be a natural source for large non-
Gaussianities [26, 27]. The current constraints [28] and future potentials (see, for example
SphereX [29]) can provide more information about the model parameters.
Non-linear decay of the deep sub-horizon excitations. In our model, due to the Higgs
oscillation, the resonance of the curvature perturbation happens at deep subhorizon scales.
For the fluctuation modes to evolve until horizon exit, the mode may decay to longer wave
length modes through non-linear dynamics [30, 31]. The significance of this effect depends
on the interaction details of the inflaton sector and is omitted in the current study. The
decay will also result in a characteristic shape of non-Gaussianity [31].
Relation to the particle physics SM. In this paper we have studied the phenomenology
of symmetry breaking and called the corresponding field the “Higgs”. But we did not
get involved in the particle physics details of whether the field is a standard model Higgs,
or even if the field carries any gauge charge. Cosmological collider physics [10, 12] and
related phenomenological studies of inflationary signals of the particle physics SM [32–
35] are expected to help tell if the cosmological signature comes from the SM or not. It
will be interesting to get a more complete picture taking the model building details into
consideration.
Quantum probes of the Higgs potential. One drawback of our current work is that
we need some event to trigger the modulus oscillation. Though such possibilities are
abundant, they are considered to be additions to the minimal model. Actually, even if
the modulus does not oscillate classically, it still has quantum zero-point oscillations which
may lead to smaller, but more universal effects similar to [13]. The effect may be more
visible in high scale inflation unlike our current study of low scale inflation, because that
allows the modulus field to oscillate with a higher quantum zero-point amplitude. Also, it
is interesting to see if the Higgs potential and its fine-tuning problem can be probed by
landscape tomography [36, 37] in a symmetry broken phase, even if the modulus oscillation
amplitude does not bring us to the symmetry restoring phase transition.
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A Higgs oscillations
In this appendix, we present more details of the analytical estimate for the time evolution
of the Higgs field. First, we could adopt the WKB approximation to study hosc as |meff | ∼
M  mχ in our parameter space when t is away from the transition points. Ignoring
Hubble friction and higher order terms of order O(h2osc), we have, away from the transition
times,
h¨osc +m
2
eff(t)hosc = 0, m
2
eff > 0, (A.1)
h¨osc − 2m2eff(t)hosc = 0, m2eff < 0. (A.2)
In deriving the second equation, we also dropped the h¨vev term, which is of order m
2
χM 
h¨osc. The WKB solutions are then
hosc = A(t)e
iθ(t) , θ(t) ≡
√
2
∫ t
|meff(t′)|dt′ , m2eff < 0, (A.3)
hosc = A˜(t)e
iθ˜(t) , θ˜(t) ≡
∫ t
|meff(t′)|dt′ , m2eff > 0 (A.4)
where A(t), A˜(t) are slowly varying functions compared to the meff scale. There are also
negative frequency modes. They do not contribute to the resonances that dominate the
correction to the inflaton spectrum and thus we ignore them.
To understand the oscillations near the transition times ts when m
2
eff = 0 (moving from
positive to negative values), we will linearize the equations and write
m2eff(t) =
dm2eff
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=ts
(t− ts) ≈ −M2mχe−3Hts/2(t− ts), (A.5)
where we ignore m2h, thus approximating cos(mχts) = 0, and assume mχ  H. Then the
linearized equations are
h¨osc − β3(t− ts)hosc = 0, t− ts = 0−, (A.6)
h¨osc + 2β
3(t− ts)hosc = 0, t− ts = 0+, (A.7)
where β = (M2mχ)
1/3e−Hts/2. (A.8)
The solutions to the equations above are then
hosc = c1 Ai(β(t− ts)) + c2 Bi(β(t− ts)), t− ts = 0−,
hosc =
√
t− ts
[
a1J−1/3
(
1
3
(2β(t− ts))3/2
)
+ a2J1/3
(
1
3
(2β(t− ts))3/2
)]
, t− ts = 0+,
(A.9)
where Ai(x),Bi(x) are Airy functions and Jν(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind. For
small arguments, these are oscillating functions with periods set by β ≈ (M2mχ)1/3.
Lastly we want to develop a heuristic understanding of the amplitude of hosc, A and A˜.
The first derivative of h = hvev + hosc with respect to time should be continuous through
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the phase transition points ts. The separation into hvev and hosc is not well-defined near
these points. In particular, the formula hosc ∼
√
t− ts shows that h˙vev is singular at the
transition time, even though h˙ is not. If we assume that the separation into hvev and hosc
becomes meaningful at the characteristic timescale t − ts ∼ β−1 ∼ 1/(M2mχ)1/3, then a
plausible assumption is that around this time the amplitudes of the two components are
comparable,
hvev|t=ts+β−1 ∼ hosc|t=ts+β−1 . (A.10)
This implies that the amplitude of the oscillating component is
A ∼ hvev|t=ts+β−1 ∼
M√
λ
√
mχβ−1
∼ 1√
λ
(
M2mχ
)1/3
. (A.11)
Checking a few benchmark points, we find that this analytical estimate agrees reasonably
well with the numerical results.
B Saddle point approximation
In this appendix, we present the main formula of the saddle point approximation, which
is our key tool to compute the correction to the inflaton spectrum. For an integration
involving a fast oscillating function eig(t) and a slowly varying function f(t), the saddle
point approximation gives∫ b
a
dt eig(t)f(t) ≈ eig(t0)±ipi4 f(t0)
√
±2pi
g′′(t0)
, (B.1)
where g′(t0) = 0. The plus and minus signs give the same results and can be freely chosen
for computational convenience. In our computation, the fast oscillations usually take the
form eiωt(η)−iqη. Then using the general formula, we have∫ 0
−∞
dηeiωt(η)−iqηf(η) ' e iωH
√
2pii
√
ω
Hq2
(
q
a0ω
) iω
H
f
(
− ω
Hq
)
, (B.2)
where a0, the initial scale factor, is defined such that a(t) = a0e
Ht and
√
i = eipi/4.
C More details on h2vev’s contribution to the inflaton wavefunction
In this appendix, we present more details of the computation in Sec. 3.2.1. Plugging
Eq. (3.17) into the last equality of Eq. (3.14) and integrating by parts, we find that
(kτ)u
(1)
k;vev =
y
2Λ2(2k)3/2
M2
λ
∫ 0
−∞
dη f(η) e−2ikη∫
dω
mχe
2piiωt
m2χ − 4pi2ω2
[
i
mχ
2piω
+ e
− ipi2ω
mχ +
∑
n
e
− 3(n+1)piH
mχ
(
e
− (3+4n)ipi2ω
mχ + e
− (5+4n)ipi2ω
mχ
)]
,
where f(η) = ∂2η
[(
1− i
kη
)2
e−2ikη
]
e2ikη does not have rapid oscillations. (C.1)
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Here the complementary solution at the last line of Eq. (3.14) is dropped since it does not
have resonant contributions. Then we change the order of integration: we will first integrate
over η and then ω using saddle point approximations twice. First for the η integration, we
have ∫
dη e2i(piωt(η)−kη)f(η) (C.2)
By the saddle point approximation, resonance happens at
η∗ = − piω
Hk
. (C.3)
After integrating over η, we end up with an integration over ω:
yeipi/4
2Λ2(2k)3/2
M2mχ
λ
pi
k
∫
dω
f
(− piωkH )√ω/H
m2χ − 4pi2ω2
e2pii
ω
H (1−ln(piωk ))
×
[
i
mχ
2piω
+ e
− ipi2ω
mχ +
∑
n
e
− 3(n+1)piH
mχ
(
e
− (3+4n)ipi2ω
mχ + e
− (5+4n)ipi2ω
mχ
)]
. (C.4)
Using the saddle point approximation again, we find that resonances happen at
ω∗ =
k
pi
,
k
pi
e
− piH
2mχ ,
k
pi
e
− (3+4n)piH
2mχ ,
k
pi
e
− (5+4n)piH
2mχ . (C.5)
and
(kτ)u
(1)
k;vev ≈
y
2Λ2(2k)3/2
M2mχ
λ
f
(
− 1H e
− piH
2mχ
)
e
− piH
2mχ
m2χ − 4k2e−
piH
mχ
ei
2k
H
e
− piH2mχ
+
∑
n
e
− 3(n+1)piH
mχ
f
(
− 1H e
− (3+4n)piH
2mχ
)
e
− (3+4n)piH
2mχ
m2χ − 4k2e−
(3+4n)piH
mχ
ei
2k
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e
− (3+4n)piH2mχ
+
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ei
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
≈ y
2Λ2(2k)3/2
M2mχ
λ
[
e
piH
2mχ ei
2k
H
e
− piH2mχ
+
∑
n=0
(
e
− (2n+3)piH
2mχ ei
2k
H
e
− (3+4n)piH2mχ
+ e
− (2n+1)piH
2mχ ei
2k
H
e
− (5+4n)piH2mχ
)]
, (C.6)
where in the first step, the resonance contribution from ω∗ = kpi was dropped because it is
negligible compared to the other terms when k  mχ. In the last step, we use k  H,mχ
and approximate f(x) ≈ −4k2 when x is close to −1/H.
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D Sensitivity of the results to parameters
We remarked in §3.2.3 that the details of the high-k spectrum are sensitive to the choice
of parameters. We illustrate this in Fig. 8, which shows four panels that are computed in
precisely the same way as our earlier Fig. 4 except for the choice of M . We see that none of
these four neighboring choices of M produce as large an amplitude as we saw in Fig. 4 with
the choice M = 1020H. Furthermore, in the case M = 1000H, which has nearly as large
an amplitude, we see that the k-wavepacket features are less distinct; they appear more
“noisy” or chaotic. The other cases all show sharply-defined wavepackets, but with smaller
amplitude. Qualitatively, the properties are all as in the benchmark that we discussed in
the main text, and the underlying reason for the features remains as discussed in §3.2.2.
The variations seem to be due to the fact that the relative size of hvev and hosc in a given
cycle depends on the precise timing of when, in a given cycle of hosc, the phase transition
occurs. This timing affects the initial velocity, and hence the amplitude, with which the
Higgs oscillates around hvev in the next cycle. Because a relatively small change in M can
produce a noticeable change in the spectrum at large k, accurately inferring the underlying
parameters from data may be complicated.
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Figure 8. Like Fig. 4, this shows the ratio Pζ/P
(0)
ζ in the high-k range from solving the system
numerically. However, now we show the result for a few different choices of M (keeping the axes
fixed in each plot): the top two plots have smaller values M = 980H, 1000H and the lower two
plots have larger values M = 1040H, 1060H.
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E Comparison with the model in which Higgs is always in the symmetric
phase
In this appendix, we compare the phase oscillation model with another class of model in
which the Higgs always stays in the symmetric phase (in contrast to §5, where we assumed
that the Higgs was always in the broken phase). We still assume that Higgs couples to the
inflaton through the h2(∂φ)2 operator. The simplest possibility in this class is that the
Higgs has a constant positive mass term and no self-coupling V (h) = 12M
2h2. In this case,
the Higgs value is a simple cosine function
h2(t) = h20e
−3Ht cos2(Mt) =
h20
2
e−3Ht (1 + cos(2Mt)) , (E.1)
where h0 is the initial value of the Higgs field. Using the saddle point approximation, we
find that resonance happens at
k
a(t)
= M, (E.2)
and for k > M ,
Pζ(k)
P
(0)
ζ (k)
− 1 ∝ k−3 sin
[
2M
H
ln
(
k
M
)
+ constant phase
]
. (E.3)
The sin(C log k) pattern has been known in the literature to be the standard clock signal
for a heavy oscillating field coupling to the inflaton [4].
Now consider that the Higgs obtains its mass through a coupling to the modulus
V ⊃ M
2
2f2
χ2h2. (E.4)
As the modulus oscillates, the Higgs is always in the unbroken phase yet with a varying
potential. Analogous to case a) in Sec. 5, the Higgs oscillates around the minimum with
period set by (M | cos(mχt)|)−1. The resulting correction to the primordial spectrum is
presented in Fig. 9. We also include the spectrum for the phase oscillation model for
comparison. The spectra are quite different in the full k range. In the symmetric model,
the oscillations have a fixed period 1/H at low k and appear irregular at large k without
a clear k-wavepacket feature.
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